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FAI 4\textsuperscript{th} WPSC - Participation

- 12 Nations
  - Austria, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Spain, Qatar

- Two valid categories PF1 and PL1 – total 39 pilots
  - PF1 – 26 pilots (two women pilots)
  - PL1 – 13 pilots

- Slalom tasks flown
  - PF1 – total 9 tasks flown
  - PL1 – total 10 tasks flown
FAI 4\textsuperscript{th} WPSC – Live Stream

- Statistics – total 175.661 views during 4th WPSC 2022
FAI 4th WPSC – Photos
FAI 4th WPSC – World Champions

- PF1 World Champion – Alexandre Mateos, France
- PL1 World Champion – Saeed Al-Marri, Qatar
- Teams - World Champions – Qatar
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